
6.9 ICT Applications in Banking 

Q. Name some banking applications which have been 
revolutionized due to ICT Introduction. 

 The use of automatic teller machines (ATM) 
 Internet banking 
 Telephone banking
 Chip and PIN technology 
 Clearing cheques
 Electronic Fund Transfer 



Electronic funds transfer (EFT) is the electronic
transfer of money from one bank account to
another, either within a single financial
institution or across multiple institutions,
through computer-based systems and without the
direct intervention of bank staff.

What is EFT?



Advantages and Disadvantages of EFTs

Advantages
• It saves time
• A person can control 

expenses
• Reduced risk of loss and theft 

of money
• User friendly
• Can be performed at any 

time if you have internet

Disadvantages
• Restrictions on transactions per 

day
• The risk of being hacked
• The problem of transferring 

money between different 
payment systems

• The lack of personal touch with 
banks

• The requirement of internet



What is EFT? How can it be used to pay for a meal using a chip and PIN card. 

A. It allows money transfer instructions to be sent directly to a bank’s computer 
system. One common use of EFT is the payment of salaries to the staff of a large 
company. 

 The PIN is entered using keypad.
 The card is checked whether it is valid or not. 
 The PIN is read from the chip on the card and is compared to the one just keyed in.
 If they are the same, the transaction can be processed 
 The restaurant’s bank contacts the customer’s bank . 
 A check is made on whether they have enough funds.
 If the card is not valid the transaction will be terminated. 
 An authorization code is sent to the restaurant. 
 The price of the meal is deducted from the customer’s account. 
 The same amount of money is added to restaurant’s bank account.
 A receipt is produced as proof of purchase. 

The most common business transactions that are made 
by electronic funds transfer are 

Payroll  Utilities  Rent  
Insurance.



Login to the website of 
Internet Banking

Go to ‘transfer’ tab and 
select ‘To other banks’

Choose the account you wish 
to transfer funds ‘From’. Select 

either ‘Normal Transfer’ OR 
‘Instant Transfer’

Select between ‘Favorite 
Recipient’ or ‘Open 

Recipient’. 

Enter the amount you wish to 
transfer under ‘Amount’. Under 
‘Recipient Reference’ you can 

choose to enter Notes for 
recipient’s reference as well. 

Click ‘Submit’ to complete 
the fund transfer.

Process involved in Electronic funds 
transfer



EFTPOS





What is an ATM and what are 
some of its uses?

• An ATM is a machine where people can 
get cash or do other bank activities using 

their credit or debit card such as
i. Withdrawing cash
ii. Depositing money
iii. Checking the balance of accounts
iv. Transferring money between accounts
v. Paying bills
vi. Transfer of money
vii.Ordering paper-based goods
viii.Mini statements



The various advantages of 
ATMs:

• 24/7 service is provided
• Gives convenience to bank’s 

customer
• Reduces workload of bank 

staff
• Very beneficial for travellers
• May give new currencies
• Provides privacy
• No errors
• Helpful for people who are 

shopping



• Cannot be provided in rural areas
• Limitations of cash withdrawals
• ATM card, if stolen or lost, may be 

misused
• Loss of personal touch with banks
• Operation issues (machine may be 

faulty)
• Some banks charge customers for the 

use of ATMs

The various disadvantages of 
ATMs:





Internet 
Banking



What is Internet banking. 
It requires good security. It allows transfer of funds 
between accounts, payment of bills, ordering of 
statements. 

Who can avail this opportunity as the best facility? 
1. Those who cannot go to bank during official hours. 
2. On-Line shopping can be done. It saves time and 

travelling cost. 
3. Holiday-booking to avoid inconvenience. 



What is internet banking 
and shopping?

Internet banking is the electronic
payment system that enables
customers of a bank or other
financial institution to conduct a
range of financial transactions
through the financial institution’s
website. Online shopping is
defined as purchasing items from
Internet retailers as opposed to a
shop or store.



Uses of Internet Banking
 You can get all information regarding the various 

products and services that are launched by the 
bank.

 A SMS or e-mail can alert you about any product or 
service that is launched by the bank.

 Facility of interaction between bank and 
customers.

 Payment bills through online banking; You can pay 
electricity bills, telephone bills and other utility 
payments.

 You can check your balance and see statements.
 You can inquire about various cheque status and 

inquire about the various fixed deposit accounts.



Advantages 
of online 
shopping 

and banking

• No need to travel.                      
• Reduces cost.
• Time effective.
• Reduces pollution.
• Users can access 

worldwide markets.
• Disabled or Elderly people 

can easily access banks 
and stores online.

• Shopping and Banking can 
be done 24/7.

• Easier to ask for bank loans.



Disadvantages 
of online 

banking and 
shopping

 Social Isolation.
 Health risks.
 Security Issues.
 It is obviously important 

to own a PC to do online 
banking and shopping. 
(or electricity in some 
cases.).

 False portraying of 
goods.

 Formation of  “Ghost 
towns”

 Incorrect transfer of 
money or chances of 
errors. 



Q. Discuss the effects on companies due to the spread of online 
shopping and banking

 Companies can save cost due to less staff 

 Internet is global therefore potential customer base is increased 

 There will be some increased cost for the training of staff or hiring new skilled staff 

 Setting up cost and maintenance cost for the website will also be an additional 
expense 

 Very little or no customer-employee interaction, this could lead drop in customer 
loyalty 

 Robberies are less likely due to decrease in the number of high street banks 

 Banks also need to employ fewer security staff which has a cost benefit. 



Describe briefly the steps involved in telephone banking. 
Telephone banking is similar to internet banking. The main 
difference is that it uses the telephone rather than a computer. 

 The customer keys in their account number 

 They are then requested to enter four digit PIN number 

 The customer will hear different options to select from. 

 Some systems ask the customer to speak the option number; 
this relies on voice recognition 



Effects on 
companies due to 
spread of online 

Banking & Shopping

• Fewer staff required so it has 
cost benefit as no wages 
required.

• Less robberies as there will be 
less street banks.

• Decrease in customer-employee 
interaction causes drop in 
customer loyalty which is the 
reason for loss of customers.

• Costs for setting up and 
maintaining websites to enable 
online shopping and banking.

• Since internet is global, potential 
customer base is more.

• Due to the need of retraining 
staff and employing staff in 
dispatch  areas, costs will be 
increased.



Telephone Banking



What is Telephone banking and what is 
its method?

A method of 
banking in which 
the customer 
conducts 
transactions 
through phone.

Method of telephone 
banking:

• Customer keys in account 
number

• PIN number is requested
• Customer will hear various 

options such as: ( Press 1 for 
your balance, Press 2 to carry 
out a money transfer, Press 3 to 
pay a bill and such)

• Customer chooses on of the 
options 



Uses of telephone 
banking

• Check balances anywhere in 
the world.

• Pay bills or transfer money to 
another account.

• Talk to a bank representative.



Advantages of Telephone 
Banking

• No computer 
needed

• Speaking to an 
actual human so 
no social 
isolation

• More attractive 
proposition



Disadvantages of 
Telephone banking

• Not all telephone banking 
systems offer 24/7 service

• Slower compared to 
internet banking

• Difficult for old or disabled 
people

• Embarrassment of asking 
for loan

• Options are more complex 
to navigate



Chip and 
PIN



The customer 
inserts the card 
and then enters 
the PIN using a 

keyboard

The card is 
checked if its 

valid and the PIN 
entered is 

compared with 
the one on the 

chip

If the PIN is same 
then the 

transaction 
proceeds and 

the shop’s bank 
contacts the 

customer’s bank.

If the card is valid
and has enough 
funds then the 
transaction is 

authorized if not 
then the the 
transaction is 
terminated.

An authorization 
code is sent to 
the shop. The 
price of the 
shopping is 

deducted from 
the customer’s 

account.

The same amount 
of money 

deducted from the 
account of 

customer is added 
to the mall’s 

account. A receipt 
is given as a proof 

of purchase.

Process involved in chip and PIN reading:



Advantages of 
Chip and PIN

• Added peace of mind.
• Enhances security in face to face 

transaction
• Increased security against 

unauthorized use of your card.
• Increased security against 

fraudulently.
• They are portable so can be 

brought to you.
• Chips can hold more data.



Disadvantages of Chip and PIN

• It is possible to forget your 
PIN so you cannot use your 
card

• People can look over your 
shoulder as you enter your 
PIN. This makes it possible to 
access your money if they 
ever steal your card.

• Cards can be easily cloned
• Training is needed



How does Chip and PIN benefit your 
business?

• Ensures Cards are Authentic: Chip technology is
virtually impossible to copy, and when it is
combined with the use of a PIN, it helps reduce
fraud due to lost, stolen or counterfeit cards.

• Reduces Chargeback Risks: Chip and PIN
technology eliminates your responsibility for
authentication (verifying a signature) and
reduces the frequency of chargebacks.

• Supports Faster Authentication: Entering a PIN
is faster than requesting and verifying a
cardholder’s signature, making checkout
quicker.



What is the difference between credit and debit cards?

Using a credit card is like getting a loan. 
Every time you charge something, 

you're borrowing money until you pay it 
back later that month, or over time. In 

exchange for this loan, the credit 
card company adds interest charges to 

your account, which you must pay along 
with the purchase amounts.

Unlike credit and charge cards, payments 
using a debit card are immediately 
transferred from the cardholder's 

designated bank account, instead of them 
paying the money back at a later 

date. Debit cards usually also allow for 
instant withdrawal of cash, acting as the 

ATM card for withdrawing cash.



What is stored on these cards?

It stores:
• The card holder’s 

name
• The card’s account 

number
• The expiration date
• The amount of money 

in the bank account



Advantages and Disadvantages of Credit Cards

Advantages
1)Really helpful in 

emergency situations
2)Purchase protection
3)Transfer Credits
4)Saves Time
Disadvantages
1)Blowing your budget
2)You have to do account 

regularly
3)High interest rate



Advantages and Disadvantages of 
Debit Cards

Advantages
1) No headache since money is ours
2) Easy to get from bank
3) Spent within your budget
4) Protection
Disadvantages
1) Do not help in emergency situations
2) No benefits like a credit card
3) Fees applied in different ATMs





Clearing of 
Cheques



What is cheque clearing?

Cheque clearing is the process of moving a cheque
from the bank in which it was deposited to the 
bank on which it was drawn, and the movement of 
the money in the opposite direction.



The whole process of cheque clearing

Bank 1 sends cheque
to Bank 2 where it is 
sent to a centralized 

clearing centre

Bank 1 sends cheque
to Bank 2 where it is 
sent to a centralized 

clearing centre

In the clearing centre the cheque is passed through MICR 
which reads 1) The amount of cheque

2) Code line further containing i) account number
ii) Sort code

iii) Cheque number 

In the clearing centre the cheque is passed through MICR 
which reads 1) The amount of cheque

2) Code line further containing i) account number
ii) Sort code

iii) Cheque number 

Data is converted to 
encrypted file (IBDE) 
that is marked with 
digital signature to 

make it tamper-proof

Data is converted to 
encrypted file (IBDE) 
that is marked with 
digital signature to 

make it tamper-proof

Cheques are 
sorted using sort 
codes (6-digit 

numbers) 

Cheques are 
sorted using sort 
codes (6-digit 

numbers) 

Bank 2 delivers cheque to 
exchange centre which will send 
it back to paying bank (Bank 1) 

which will send to its own clearing 
centre

Bank 2 delivers cheque to 
exchange centre which will send 
it back to paying bank (Bank 1) 

which will send to its own clearing 
centre

At the clearing centre, 
digital signature is checked 

and then it’s passed through 
MICR to make sure data 

matches IBDE file and sorts 
cheque into branch order

At the clearing centre, 
digital signature is checked 

and then it’s passed through 
MICR to make sure data 

matches IBDE file and sorts 
cheque into branch order

If enough money is 
there and all data is 

valid, Bank 1 will decide 
to send check or not

If enough money is 
there and all data is 

valid, Bank 1 will decide 
to send check or not

IF cheque is not 
paid it will return it 

by a special courier 

IF cheque is not 
paid it will return it 

by a special courier 



Advantages of clearing cheques

• More security
• Cannot be cashed at an unsecure area
• Only person that it is signed to can cash it

Disadvantages of clearing cheques

 Takes 3 or more whole days
 Must wait for bank to be open

 Only person that it is signed to can cash it
 Might be a certain date when you can cheque it


